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Introduction
This document provides an update on where we are against
our three-year Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP)
2019-2022, and what we will be focussing on in year two,
2020-2021. It demonstrates the dynamic nature of our work
and the progress we continue to make against our three
year plan.
During year two of our IRMP 2019-2022, we will
continue to deliver the priorities we outlined;
Prevent, Protect, Respond, People, Perform. The
full document is available at www.cornwall.
gov.uk/irmp. For 2020-2021 our focus will be on
aligning our policies, procedures and training to
implement the National Operational Guidance
(NOG) and looking at how we incorporate the
National Professional Standards being developed
by the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC),
ensuring we maintain the positive culture we
were recognised for by her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS). We continue to embed the actions and
recommendations from our HMICFRS report, but
also we review the recently published HMICFRS
State of Fire and Rescue report and the four key
recommendations for further learning and service
improvement.
For 2020-21 we have reviewed how we measure
and report on our local response standards
in consultation with the public, staff and key
stakeholders. The results of this consultation have
been considered and the outcomes have been
incorporated into this document.

heart of those communities most in need. We are
working closely with the Housing and Planning
departments to explore opportunities to install
sprinkler systems in new build homes, in the wake
of some recent significant building fires such as
Grenfell Tower in London.
Finally I would like to thank all our staff and
colleagues from Cornwall Council, as well as our
partners for their professionalism, enthusiasm
and valued contribution in supporting and
leading our projects and activities to ensure we
remain focussed on our service objectives, as well
as delivering a high standard of wide reaching
services to residents, businesses and visitors to
Cornwall.

Mark Hewitt
Chief Fire Officer

We continue to deliver our services in
collaboration with other blue light services,
locally and nationally, and to build on our strong
history of collaboration. We continue to foster
and maximise excellent working relationships
with our non-emergency service partners in
achieving the service’s aim of “Working Together
to make Cornwall safer”. As part of the Cornwall
Council New Frontiers devolution proposals to
Government we have outlined a pilot Social Care
Responder role, which would place combined
fire and care capacity and responsibilities at the
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Our service

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service covers the 13th largest
geographic area of all fire authorities in England but has
one of the lowest population densities.
We have a resident population of 566,000 which
rises considerably at peak times of the year as
a result of tourism. There are over four million
visitors to Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly each
year, with peak volumes concentrated around
the UK holiday months. The annual summer
Boardmasters event in Newquay attracts up to
50,000 people and sees the population of this
seaside town swell considerably. The volume of
traffic on the roads also varies significantly during
the tourism season, with traffic increasing by
around 24% compared to the rest of the year.
Cornwall has only one bordering fire and rescue
service, which affects how many stations we need
and how many firefighters we have, to ensure our
response is effective and efficient.
We have 31 community fire stations across
Cornwall; two of these have operational crews
working out of them 24-hours a day; five stations

operate 7am-7pm (on-call staff at night) and
24 stations are crewed solely by our on-call
personnel. This means that from 7pm – 7am
across Cornwall 29 of our 31 stations are on-call.
We recognise this has an impact on our response
times and continue to ensure our response is as
quick as it can be. The make-up of operational
firefighters across the service is approximately
70% on call and 30% wholetime.
During periods of the year when the population
and potential risk increases in Newquay, we
implement our Newquay 24 crewing model and
staff Newquay Community Fire Station 24 hoursa-day. We have also introduced a pilot community
safety crewing model in Liskeard to support oncall stations in the east of the county. The station
is crewed from Tuesday to Friday 8am – 6.30pm
with a wholetime crew.

Wholetime firefighters
Wholetime firefighters work shifts on a full
time contract and during their hours of work are
available to provide an immediate response to
emergencies. They undertake all the required
training as part of their wholetime hours.
Wholetime staff will undertake and deliver a wide
range of protection, prevention and community
engagement events during the day and evening.

On-call firefighters
On-call firefighters are trained personnel who
have a job outside of the fire service, but are
available to respond to an incident. They are alerted
to an incident by a pager, and attend the station
using their own method of transport, ready to ‘turn
out’ in response to an incident. They are required to
attend a training session known as ‘drill night’ once
a week for two hours. The number of hours they
may be available for depends on the terms of their
contract and they are paid for drill nights and for
attending incidents.
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Our Critical Control Centre handles 999 calls 24
hours-a-day 365 days a year, manages out of
hours’ calls for some critical council departments
and monitors CCTV for a number of town and
parish councils, all providing an efficient approach
to working together to make Cornwall safer.
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Our non-operational staff undertake a range of
roles and responsibilities. We have a dedicated
team of staff to undertake fire and road safety
awareness, other community safety initiatives and
support our 18 wholetime watches to develop and
deliver local projects aligned to the risks in their
station areas.

Wholetime firefighters
(including officers)

We also have a number of personnel that support
our engineering workshop, where our equipment
and vehicles are tested, repaired and maintained.
The training and development team ensure all
operational staff are appropriately trained to
maintain their competency in firefighting and
rescue skills and techniques. Our Phoenix Services
team provides external services and training on
behalf of Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service and
we have business and admin teams, who provide
critical support to maintain operations across the
service.

Fire control staff

193

388

On-call firefighters (including
10 tri-service safety officers*)

82

Non-operational staff
*Tri-service safety officers have responsibilities
which support fire, police, ambulance services
and the antisocial behaviour team.
Figures include both full and part time employees
and are accurate as at 31 October 2019
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Our budget

The Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service budget is £18.8 million
for 2020-21. When we developed our 2019-2022 IRMP we did
so under the umbrella of Resilient Cornwall which included
Community Safety and Localism. Following changes to the
organisational structure, we have separated these budgets
and are now reporting on only the fire and rescue elements
of the budget.
Our 2019-20 budget was set at £18.367m and we
are forecast to overspend by £1.310m by the end
of the financial year. The forecast overspend is due
to:
• An increase in levels of operational activity
which means we are forecasting around
£0.654m over budget across both on-call and
whole-time personnel.
• A shortfall of £0.422m on our 2019-20 income
target forecast across Phoenix Services and
CCTV.
• A shortfall of £0.111m, which were aligned to
an organisation structure review which has
not been completed. This saving has been
re-profiled through the budget setting process
and plans are in place to deliver it in 2020-21. In
addition to the organisation structure review
saving target, the service holds a vacancy
margin target which has not been achieved
creating a further pressure of £0.123m.
In addition to above we are schedule to deliver
£0.387m against our savings target for 2019-20 of
£0.558m, which is a shortfall of £0.171m.
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Our budget for 2020-21 will continue to be
challenging and we are working to identify
opportunities to make savings and efficiencies
and to meet the requirements of our medium term
financial plan (MTFP). Throughout 2019-20 we have
delivered two significant savings projects in line
with our budget.
We are required to make a £0.627m reduction to
our budget during 2020-21 and a further £0.522m
the following year. We have identified a number of
projects under the Perform priority, which identify
how we meet this requirement.
In the below table we have broken the 2020-21
budget into Prevention, Protection and Response
and Service Development and Improvement, to
ensure it is possible to compare budgets across
our three-year plan and our annual update.

2020-21
(Million)

2021-22
(Million)

Prevention, protection, Response

£13,195

£13,407

Service Development and Improvement

£5,611

£5,597

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service net revenue budget

£18,806

£19,004

The budget figures above include saving targets of

£0.627

£0.522
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Capital budget
We have a one-off capital budget of £26.5 million
which funds a 15-year planned programme to
replace ageing vehicles, equipment and IT with
more up-to-date ones aligned to modern-day risks
and maximising new technologies.
The profiled budget for the capital programme for
2020-2023 is provided below.
2020/2021
(year 5)

2021/2022
(year 6)

2022/2023
(year 7)

£5,494,000

£994,000

£504,000

Our priority as we enter year five of the programme
remains the ongoing replacement of appliances,
equipment and personal protective equipment
(PPE). We continue to look at the most suitable
procurement route for all our new fleet and
equipment which is based on operational need,
reflects the risk profile of our communities and
maximises the safety of our firefighters and public.

risk reduction activities and considers how we
can support Cornwall Council’s Carbon Change
Action Plan.
The capital programme delivers updates and
improvements to our IT capability to maximise
current technology and ensure the systems we
have are resilient, secure and effective. In 2019-20
we have replaced data storage technology on
our fleet of vehicles to ensure our firefighters can
access risk information when attending incidents
at locations across the county and information
on car safety systems when attending road traffic
collisions.
In addition we have replaced 11 sets of the oldest
station mobilising equipment, and have an
ongoing programme to modernise and replace
all station alerting equipment across all our
community fire stations and remote sites. This
will enhance the resilience and effectiveness of
our mobilising infrastructure bringing it in line
with the latest station alerting technologies.

We will continue to assess, procure, renew and
replace our vehicles and equipment to meet
current and future operational needs, user
requirements and the needs of the communities
we serve. The programme will ensure that our
capability and effectiveness is aligned to our
Integrated Risk Management Plan 2019-2022 | Year two annual review 2020-21
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Where are we now?

Last year we produced our three year IRMP which is
our statutory duty under the Fire and Rescue National
Framework for England 2018.
The IRMP 2019-2022 was agreed in consultation
with our communities. The three-year plan sets
out our priorities and objectives and the activities
we will undertake to achieve them. Every year we
review the plan against emerging evidence, risks
and the changing context of local government
and Council budgets and priorities. The plan and
associated consultation can be found at
www.cornwall.gov.uk/fire.
This year-two document summarises our current
situation and outlines our priorities over the
next year. It also serves as our Cornwall Council
Service Plan, and is used to identify key activities
which will be delivered across the various service
functions. These activities are cascaded through
team plans and form the basis of individual
objectives and performance measures.
Our plan outlines the importance of taking into
account key influences and ensures we identify
key internal and external factors to inform our
priorities and shape our activities.

National drivers local context
Nationally Fire and Rescue Services are operating
in a changing landscape. In our IRMP 2019-2022
we outlined the change which saw responsibility
for Fire and Rescue Services moved under the
Home Office and proposed changes to policy
which affect three key areas; efficiency and
collaboration, accountability and transparency,
workforce reform. This has placed a new focus
on the culture and people who work in the fire
services, as well as ensuring we continue to
place resources and emphasis on responding
to emergencies and undertaking appropriate
prevention activities to reduce risks in our
communities.
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In the report for Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service
published by the HMICFRS, Cornwall were
assessed as being ‘good’ for how well we look after
our people and as ‘requiring improvement’ for
our efficiency and effectiveness at keeping people
safe. We have spent the first year of our IRMP 20192021 focussing on the suggested improvements
from the report and look forward to hearing the
views of HMICFRS in 2020 as they begin the next
round of inspection visits.
In January 2020 HMICFRS produced a State of Fire
and Rescue Service report which identifies many
areas of strength and good practice which the
fire sector should be proud of, but also provides
clarity on where reform is still required. There are
four key recommendations which the inspectorate
state need to be put in place to create modern fire
and rescue services fit for the future:
• Setting expectations to create modern fire
and rescue services fit for the future - by June
2020, the Home Office, in consultation with
the fire and rescue sector, should review and
with precision determine the roles of: (a) fire
and rescue services; and (b) those who work in
them.
• Potential reform of employment
arrangements - by June 2020, the Home
Office, the Local Government Association, the
National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) and trade
unions should consider whether the current pay
negotiation machinery requires fundamental
reform. If so, this should include the need for an
independent pay review body and the future of
the ‘grey book’.
• Operational independence for chief fire
officers - by September 2020, the Home Office
should consider the case for legislating to give
chief fire officers operational independence. In
the meantime, it should issue clear guidance,
possibly through an amendment to the Fire and
Rescue National Framework for England, on the
demarcation between those responsible for
governance and operational decision making by
the chief fire officer.
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• A code of ethics for fire and rescue services
- by December 2020, the NFCC, with the Local
Government Association, should produce a
code of ethics for fire and rescue services.
The code should be adopted by every
service in England and considered as part
of each employee’s progression and annual
performance appraisal.
The NFCC is the professional voice of the UK fire
and rescue service and drives improvement and
development throughout the UK Fire sector. They
have been developing programmes of work which
support national fire reform. There is a clear
emphasis on people and the NFCC are developing
a number of projects to look at leadership,
apprenticeships, on-call recruitment and
retention, career pathways and inclusion. There
is also ongoing work in relation to definitions of
risk including community risk and building risk
and use of data. They are creating a framework of
national operational guidance and professional
standards. This work is ongoing and as the
programmes develop we will need to implement
the improvements within our service.
We have had a general election, which has seen
the country elect a Conservative Government

for the next five years. This new administration
is committed to delivering Brexit and at the time
of writing the UK is set to formally leave the
European Union (EU) on 31 January 2020. It is not
yet clear what the impact of Britain leaving the EU
will have on fire and rescue services, and we will
continue to work with the NFCC to understand and
plan for any changes as a result of Britain’s leave
agreement with the EU.
Attention on climate change is increasing
nationally and this is reflected locally. In January
2019 the Council declared a climate emergency
and in July 2019 Cornwall Council’s Cabinet
voted unanimously to approve a plan to tackle
the climate emergency and help Cornwall cut its
carbon footprint. The plan includes proposals for
planting carbon-absorbing woodlands, powering
new homes with alternative energy sources
and making energy efficiency improvements
to existing Council-owned homes. The Council
is seeking support for its plan from all sectors
– communities, businesses, schools, public
sector partners, the voluntary sector and we are
committed to playing our part in supporting the
Council in working towards its climate aims.

Where do we want 			
to be and why?
We have delivered against our priorities during the
first year of our of our three-year plan, supporting
our vision of ‘working together to make Cornwall
safer’. Full details of our performance and
achievements during 2019-20 is published through
our quarterly performance reports to Cornwall
Council’s Cabinet and Neighbourhoods Overview
and Scrutiny Committees and summarised in our
End of Year Report.
Our End of Year report includes our Annual
Assurance Statement, which provides assurance
to communities, and the Government that
the service is being delivered efficiently and
effectively. This is scrutinised by the Council’s
elected Members through Neighbourhoods
Overview and Scrutiny Committee. These
documents are available on our website:
www.cornwall.gov.uk/fire.
Integrated Risk Management Plan 2019-2022 | Year two annual review 2020-21
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How are we going 				
to get there?

We continue to deliver against the priorities set out in the
2019-22 IRMP, with a focus on the following areas for 2020-21.
Prevent: To improve
the health, safety and
wellbeing of the people
and communities most
at risk

Deliberate fires in buildings, vehicles and out in
the open, are on the increase nationally and this is
reflected in Cornwall’s incident data for 2019-20.
A deliberate fire is one that is started intentionally
such as suspected arson and some fires started
by children, people with mental health issues, and
can be driven by suicides and attempted suicides.
The motivations behind deliberate fire setting are
complex and poorly understood. We work with
the police to access information and undertake
prevention work, although it is thought that many
fires are not reported to either the police or fire
services.
Part of our collaborative working with Devon and
Cornwall Police enables us to share information
and knowledge on deliberate fires and fire setting
behaviour to create a collective understanding of
areas where arson is a problem.
During the second year of our IRMP we will look at
national and local data to identify the motivations
and behaviours for deliberate fire setting and
identify the appropriate intervention and evaluate
its effectiveness. This work has been brought
forward from year three, due to the increase in
these incidents both nationally and locally.
Project:

Detailed understanding of arson
– behaviour and prevention

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2021
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In 2019-20 we undertook a project to identify ways
of building volunteer capacity to deliver prevention
activities. The next stage will be to consider these
options in more detail however, due to competing
priorities for the team we have deferred this project
to year three (2021-22) in order to focus on arson
prevention as described.
Safeguarding referrals, including those initiated
through our own prevention activities, such as
home fire safety checks, are increasing and this
remains a priority for 2020-21. During 2019-20
we have worked with the Council’s Safeguarding
Adult’s Board (SAB) to ensure our approach and
procedures were properly aligned and understood
by everyone across the service. In doing so we
have successfully improved the referral process,
as identified by the HMICFRS during our inspection
in 2018; this ongoing improvement work has
increased the number of referrals and demands
on our service. This increase provides a challenge
in our capacity to deliver both our prevention and
protection activities. We have engaged with the
Our Safeguarding Children’s Board (OSCB) and sit
on, and contribute to, a number of sub groups both
within OSCB and SAB.
We have successfully increased our capacity to
deliver home fire safety checks through training
our on-call staff. Employing our on-call to carry out
prevention activities does incur additional costs
and therefore has an impact on our budget, but it
does ensure we can deliver home safety checks to
vulnerable people within our rurally isolated areas.
Road safety remains a key prevention priority
and we take the lead on delivering education,
training and awareness activities to improve road
safety. In 2019 we were prime contributors to the
development of Cornwall Council’s Road Casualty
Reduction Strategy and Action Plan, based on the
safe system approach, which is scrutinised through
the Safer Cornwall Board to ensure resources
are focused on the areas identified through the
strategy and initiatives are developed to support
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Protect: To protect
businesses, people,
the local economy and
environment from fire
and wider community
related risks.
With a national focus on building safety through
the Government Protection Board, the Grenfell
report and the Hackett review, we commissioned
a peer review. In July 2019 we invited the Local
Government Association (LGA) to undertake a
thematic review of our protection function and
support our continual improvement. Following this
we have developed an action plan which supports
the LGA recommendations and this is included
within the review of our IRMP.
Since the tragic fire at Grenfell Tower in London in
2017, there has been a significant amount of interest
nationally on how fire and rescue services identify
and protect ‘high risk’ premises. We have identified
a new project for year two which will consider the
outcomes of the Grenfell Tower Inquiry phase 1.
the strategies identified priorities. In the same year
we became a formal member of the South West
Peninsular Road Safety Partnership, alongside
Highways England, Public Health England and the
local authorities, fire and rescue services and police
forces across Devon and Cornwall. The aim of the
board is to take a holistic approach and bid for
funding to develop joint road safety campaigns and
interventions. They have developed and published
a Peninsula Road Casualty Reduction Strategy
which outlines the scope for the campaigns
and interventions, for example targeting young
drivers, motorcyclists or rural roads, based on
data and intelligence about those involved in road
traffic collisions. The partnership is collectively
accountable for delivering the strategy and
is subject to scrutiny through the Peninsula
Partnership Board with regards to agreed key
performance indicators and stretch targets.
We work closely with colleagues in the Localism
and highways departments to support the
community safety forum and community speed
watch campaigns, by providing intelligence, advice
and campaign materials, although there remains a
limited number of road safety programmes being
delivered by communities. We face increasing
challenges regarding our capacity to deliver road
safety prevention activities, which are not currently
a statutory duty for our service to provide.

Project:

Grenfell Tower Action Plan

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2021
While we await the development of our action
plan to deliver the recommendations to improve
building safety we continue to deliver our local risk
based inspection programme.
In Cornwall we define high risk as:
• Premises that provide sleeping accommodation
where people would find escape in an
emergency difficult due to a lack of mobility,
and/or lack of familiarity with the building layout
– includes hospitals, residential care homes,
hotels, B&Bs and hostels
• Premises that have had a fire and we have
attended
• Premises where we have received a complaint or
concern from a member of the public
Following an NFCC risk based inspection
programme conference in January 2020, we
are working to identify previously unknown
commercial premises from the local land property
Gazetteer. This will involve using experienced
officers assessing the level of risk using selected
criteria and our current ‘Protection Tool’ to assess
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whether the risk level means that we would need to
audit the premises. This may increase the number
of premises that are included in the risk based
inspection programme for 2020-21 and beyond.
In Cornwall we have seen an increase in the number
of fires in non-domestic premises whilst at the
same time we have seen a decrease in the number
of qualified fire safety inspectors we have. This
appears to be a national trend, with investment in
qualified protection staff having declined in recent
years. While fire safety is an area of improvement
being driven nationally by the NFCC, we have
been considering our own protection provision
to identify improvements that can be made while
we await the outcomes of national reviews and
recommendations.
Following our Local Government Association
peer review on protection, we have developed
an action plan; this includes a review of the
number of safety audits we carry out. The
number of audits is linked to the number of
qualified personnel we have and our definition
of high risk premises. We will be working with
our Neighbourhoods Overview and Scrutiny
Committee to assure the Fire Authority and the
public that our risk based inspection programme
is appropriate and sufficiently resourced.
Under the NFCC Competency Framework for
Business Fire Safety Regulators it takes three years
training to become a fully qualified fire safety
inspector to undertake high risk safety audits. In
2019-20 we maintained the number of staff we
have qualified to undertake this work. We also
completed the Business Fire Safety project which
set out to explore opportunities for increasing
capacity to deliver fire safety audits. This work
is now incorporated into our business as usual
activities and the project has been closed down.
In 2020-21 we will train our operational crews
to conduct fire safety visits, increase our fire
safety inspectors and target those premises
where we have seen an increase in fires, such
as takeaways, food outlets and agricultural
premises. We are also exploring ways in which
we can increase our capacity to deliver fire safety
audits using other existing resources, for example
utilising our Tri-Service Safety Officers (TSSOs)
to deliver fire safety activities and support our
risk-based inspection programme. We will also
need to mindful that we will need to implement
any changes to how we deliver fire safety
activities that result from National and/or NFCC
recommendations in future.
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Respond: To deliver an
effective and efficient
emergency response and
recovery service both
locally and to support
national requirements.
During 2020-21 we will be undertaking a review of
our crewing models. The review will look at how
we train, deploy and mobilise our crews to make
the best use of our available resources to prevent,
protect and respond, within the budget. We have
identified this as a new project for year two.
Project:

Crewing model – releasing
capacity to support prevention
and protection, and in line with
required savings outlined in our
budget savings project (CMR1)

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2021
Meanwhile we continue to look at innovative
options for collaboration to increase capacity and
have submitted a paper through the Council’s
devolution programme seeking support and
funding to take forward a social care responder
pilot project.
The idea builds on our success of developing and
delivering the TSSO model, and the objectives of
the Safer Cornwall Partnership which has now
been replicated in other areas of the country. The
paper seeks to develop a combined role across
adult social care and fire, looking at outreach
provision of care combined with the duties of an
on-call firefighter. There are many commonalities
between those individuals who require social care
support and those who the fire service targets for
home fire safety checks and living safe and well
visits. In addition the rural nature of Cornwall and
our reliance on on-call firefighters means that
while delivering social care and fire prevention
activities in the community, the individuals would
be available to respond to emergencies as an
on-call firefighter, bolstering capacity at on-call
community fire stations.
Project:

Blue light ways of working explore opportunities for further
blue light collaboration

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2022
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During the first year of our IRMP we undertook
a gap analysis of our policies, procedures and
guidance notes against the National Operational
Guidance (NOG) which was developed by the
NFCC. Within year two we are going to produce
new policies, procedures and align training to the
NOG. We are working with East and West Midlands
Fire and Rescue Services to develop these. This
maximises efficiency by drawing on materials
already created, rather than developing our
own, which will reduce the workload and ensure
compliance with national guidance.
We also need to ensure the maintenance of our
national operational guidance is undertaken. A key
dependency of this project is our IT capability, and
we are working to identify a suitable IT solution
which will supersede many of our current paperbased documents and storage systems. The impact
of this work means we have extended the scope
and timeframe for the policy review project and we
anticipate this work will continue into year three of
the current 2019-2022 IRMP and beyond.
Project:

Policy and National Operational
Guidance (NOG) Review

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2022
During 2020-21 our Critical Control Centre (CCC)
will need to start integrating the government’s
new ESN network into our existing emergency
mobilising structure. During 2019-20 we undertook
the preparatory work required to ensure the CCC
is technically ready to integrate ESN products
and made sure our staff are trained to use the
upgraded technology. The next phase is to consider
what products will be integrated and within
what time frame, in line with the Government roll
out schedule. We will need to have all this work
completed before December 2022, when the
existing AirWaves communications system will be
switched off and we have to switch over to ESN. To
support this work we are bidding for funds from a
regionally allocated budget for project staff to help
deliver the adoption element of the ESN project.
Project:

equipment and vehicles provided by Government
that can respond locally, regionally and nationally
if required. For example in the event of large scale
flooding nationally or a major incident, we may be
deployed to another area of the country to support
the response. To do this we need to ensure vehicles
and equipment are maintained and our people are
trained and competent in the skills required. Our
National Resilience Strategy will cover how we will
ensure competency, compliance and a programme
of audits which will test our preparedness for an
event, as well as how effective we are at supporting
these events and how we also learn from what we
do jointly across other services.
We are a category 1 responder under the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004 and are a partner in the
Local Resilience Forum (LRF). This forum includes
representatives from police, fire and ambulance
services, health service providers, local councils,
the Coastguard and Environment Agency. We
work with the LRF to develop multi-agency local
emergency plans for risks such as flooding and a
human flu pandemic. We participate in exercises
to test the local emergency plans, identifying any
lessons learned and areas for improvement. More
locally we are engaged in the Local Safety Advisory
Group (LSAG). This group ensures we have up to
date and tested plans in place for large events, such
as the annual Boardmasters music and surfing
festival held in Newquay.
As part of the annual review of our IRMP we also
look at our performance indicators to ensure they
are still telling us what we need to know, and check
that we have set realistic and achievable targets.
Over the last 12 months, we have reported poor
performance against our local response standard
target and recognised we had possibly set a
target which was too challenging to achieve and
we proposed changes to what we report. These
proposals we felt were in the public interest and on
13 December 2019 we launched our Local Response
Standards consultation.

ESN / Airwaves replacement

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 01.12.2022
During 2019-20 we began to develop a National
Resilience Strategy which captures how we
maintain compliance and competency for our
national assets. These are trained people and
Integrated Risk Management Plan 2019-2022 | Year two annual review 2020-21
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The consultation was undertaken to seek the
views of public, partners, elected members and
stakeholders on how we measure and report
our local response standards and in doing so
ensure we have a realistic target for responding to
emergencies and also clear expectations for our
communities. Outcomes from the consultation
have been reflected in our key performance
measures and a summary of the changes can be
found on page 20 of this document. Full details of
the consultation and responses can be found at
www.cornwall.gov.uk/irmp.
2020-21 marks the fifth year of our 15-year capital
replacement programme. Our fleet needs to be
flexible and durable in order to access remote
villages and towns and navigate through heavy
traffic in the holiday season. Procuring new
appliances will enable us to look at the very latest
vehicle innovations including; lane departure
warning systems and a 360 degree camera, which
will enhance crew safety, and that of other road
users.
This year we will complete a major procurement
exercise to implement 15 state-of-the-art compact
firefighting appliances. The design of these
appliances is more agile and compact to improve
accessibility across our rural road network. They
also carry a greater volume of water than our
conventional ‘type b’ appliances, with improved
firefighting capabilities and innovative hydraulic
crash rescue tools, which will maximise our
response capabilities. Not only will these vehicles
be a significant new addition to our fleet, they are
also more environmentally friendly due to reduced
vehicle emissions, and are more cost effective to
run and maintain.
This year we will be replacing personal protective
equipment (PPE) which is the essential clothing
and equipment used by firefighters to carry out
operational duties. The new kit will offer the highest
standard of protection for firefighters working in
difficult conditions, ensuring their welfare and
ability to perform their duties. A high visibility
rescue jacket will be introduced as an additional
garment to the current kit, enabling firefighters to
be more visible at road traffic collisions. We have
worked with both national and local procurement
frameworks to consider the best procurement
routes to suit our needs.
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People: To ensure
our workforce is
professional, resilient,
skilled, flexible and
diverse. Working in a place
that is safe, healthy and
inclusive, where people
feel valued for their
contribution and role
model our core values.
We recognise that our people are our greatest asset
and outlined People as a priority in our 2019-22
IRMP. We will continue to deliver the activities
aligned to this priority with a focus on some specific
areas of work for 2020-21, which will support
and deliver the NFCC improvements and deliver
the budget, including the savings outlined in our
Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP).
As part of Cornwall Council we have a network of
passionate and enthusiastic health and wellbeing
champions, who undertake activities that provide
support for our staff’s mental and physical health
and wellbeing. The Health Champions receive
training and commit to 1.5 hours a week to this
role, currently we have less than we would like
and our ambition is to have a representative
for each station. In addition the challenges of
balancing these volunteer responsibilities with
their other commitments are becoming more
difficult alongside the current and future needs of
the service. We need to work collaboratively with
others to enable sharing of ideas and resources to
work more efficiently.
We are part of a new health and wellbeing forum
that supports collaboration across Cornwall
Council, South West Ambulance Services
Foundation Trust (SWASFT), NHS England
(Treliske), Corserv, Devon and Cornwall Police and
the Coastguard. The forum meets quarterly to
understand collective requirements, look at joint
procurement opportunities, joint training and to
share best practice. This will provide a framework
of support for our health and wellbeing champions
and ensure we take a collective approach across all
organisations. We are developing a new project to
start in year two and continue through year three,
which will ensure we take a collaborative approach
to health, safety and wellbeing, working with other
organisations to identify what is required across the
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various organisations and consider where there are
opportunities to look at joint provision, procurement
and support. This will then be implemented during
year three of our IRMP (2021-22).
New project: Cornwall Health and Wellbeing
collaborative approach
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2022

Looking after our staff means ensuring our
recruitment processes are flexible, fair and meet the
current and future needs of the service. This includes
having contracts that suit the changing needs of
our employees and provide equality of opportunity
across a number of roles and responsibilities,
including apprentices. We are currently reviewing
our apprenticeship offering and how we recruit and
retain apprentices across a number of roles including
wholetime firefighters, on-call firefighters, fire safety
officers and support staff. We will look to review
national research and lessons learned and embed
a robust process to define and implement the
apprenticeship offer. We are currently investigating
acquiring supported provider status and drawing
down funding from Government to support this.

As well as looking at new staff we want to ensure
that existing staff have the right skills, training,
behaviours and competency to support their
career aspirations and the evolving needs of
the service. Over the next two to five years we
are forecast to lose a number of experienced
operational staff due to retirement, including
experienced senior managers. We need to create
and implement an effective talent management
model incorporating succession planning, career
pathways and management development. This
will include reviewing and replacing the skills
knowledge and experience, lost through retirement
as well as developing existing skills, knowledge and
experience. We need to support current managers
to be effective both operationally and as effective
leaders, supported by embedding a coaching
and mentoring culture in the service. This will be
linked to a review of the service’s core values which
underpin the behaviours and attitudes we want in
our future leaders. We had originally intended to
review core values in year three of our IRMP, but
have brought this forward to ensure it aligns to this
new talent management project, as well as linking
in with the developing NFCC code of ethics.
Project:

Review of core values

New project: Recruitment resourcing

Start date 01.04.2020

Start date:

01.04.2020

End date: 31.03.2022

End date:

31.03.2022

New project: Talent Management,
Succession Planning, and
Career Pathways
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2022
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Linked to the talent management project we will
continue to review how we deliver the training
and development needs of our staff. We will need
to ensure we are planning and training to be as
efficient and effective as we can be, both now and
in the future.
Project:

Training and Development Review

Start date: 01.04.2020
End date: 31.03.2022
In order to ensure we have the right people
in the right place, at the right time to run our
service efficiently and effectively, we are looking
at our operational contracts for on-call duties.
We want to review the current arrangements, in
collaboration and negotiation with the appropriate
representative bodies, and consider changes to the
contract types we offer. This would mean greater
flexibility for staff in the number of contracted
hours they work, while giving the service the
resilience to meet high demand.
New project: Contracts – review of
operational contracts
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2021

We will be undertaking a role evaluation to clarify
responsibilities for some of the operational roles
which attract extra duties. This will ensure there
is a consistent approach to supporting prevention
and protection activities, aligned to the roles.
We will work with the representative bodies to
agree a ‘sizing tool’ which will then establish the
responsibilities aligned to each role. This will build
on previous work done by the service, but not fully
established.
New project: Role Evaluation – review of
role profiles
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2021

new emergency response driver standard and that
we also support the development and adoption of
the remaining standards that are being reviewed
and developed by the NFCC. This will require us
to identify any gaps in current training and review
associated policies and implement the changes.
New project: Professional standards –
review current operational
standards against NFCC
professional standards
Start date: 01.04.2020
End date:
31.03.2022
Equality objectives
During 2019-20 we reviewed our equality objectives
and made changes to them to ensure we are able
to understand our progress and performance
against them. We have also re-aligned our equality
objectives to the focused activities identified
throughout year two of our IRMP, taking into
consideration that data capture and availability
through new technologies is not yet fully realised.
The updated equality objectives are:
• Improve the number of applications we receive
for careers within our service from underrepresented groups specifically from women and
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
community
• As we upgrade our systems, provide
opportunities for our staff to update their
equality information
• Ensure our staff complete equality training which
informs them on the importance of having a fully
inclusive workplace
• Improve the monitoring of reported sickness,
stress, bullying and harassment
• Update our protocols regarding equality in
procurement and commissioning to ensure they
are accessible for people, specifically considering
impact on faith, belief and gender where possible
• Continue to share information about our new
and emerging communities where this supports
us to reduce risk

During 2019-20 the NFCC announced the first of
the new professional standards which will need to
be adopted nationally for operational staff, which
is around emergency response driver training.
The board which oversees the development of the
national standards have assessed the impact on
services of adopting the standard and will run a
pilot between Autumn 2019 and Spring 2020 to test
the prototype standards template prior to roll-out.
During the second year of our IRMP we will need to
make sure our staff are appropriately trained in the
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During 2019-20 we implemented a Strategic Quality
Assurance (QA) Group, which ensures assurance is
a formal part of what we do. We have developed
a plan which gives us oversight of improvements
we want to make within the service from local and
national recommendations. We also have a Tactical
Quality Assurance Group which has put in place
a programme of operational audits to assure our
operational readiness and response. In addition,
the group look at accident and near-miss trends
and debrief outcomes to ensure we are learning,
keeping our people safe and ensuring our response
is efficient and effective for our communities.

Perform: To ensure we
have the right systems,
equipment, vehicles
and information to
deliver value for money
services effectively and
efficiently and which are
appropriately governed
and assured.
In 2019-20 we adopted a new process to assess risk
for all fire, rescue and road safety incidents. The
process uses the nationally accredited Management
of Risk in Law Enforcement (MoRiLE) methodology
developed by the National Police Chief’s Council.
Working as part of the Safer Cornwall Partnership,
we have adapted this methodology to apply to
fire and rescue service related risks. This method
is currently being reviewed by the NFCC as part of
their work to establish consistent methodologies
and tools across all fire and rescue services when
identifying and assessing community risk.
The MoRiLE approach combines data and
analysis along with service expertise to provide
a thorough assessment of risk across several
categories, including financial, environmental and
psychological. It takes into account the level of
harm experienced by the victim and community
as well as political pressures and the service’s
capacity and capability to manage the issue. This
information is used to inform our integrated risk
management planning process and the activities
we undertake to protect the public. This work
has directly informed the review of our risk based
evidence profile which we undertook in year one,
to ensure it uses the new MoRiLe approach to
enhancing our understanding of community risk.
Our strategic assessment of risk can be found in
our Risk Based Evidence Profile (RBEP), which will
be published alongside this document in April 2020
and can be found at www.cornwall.gov.uk/fire.
Our Quality Assurance Framework will provide
a robust mechanism for feedback and lessons
learned from operational activity and outcomes
of both internal and external audits. Under our
Prevention and Protection priorities we are looking
at ways to increase our capacity to deliver fire
safety audits and home fire safety checks, as well
as improving our understanding of arson and
deliberate fire setting to develop appropriate
interventions.

During year two the QA groups will look to develop
the areas which we assure and recommendations
we implement and this will include lessons learnt
from national incidents (national operational
learning - NOL), such as the Grenfell Tower fire and
the student accommodation fire in Bolton, as well
as those which come through joint operational
learning (JOL) through working with other blue light
services.
New project: Quality Assurance Framework
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2022

We have identified a project to review how we
manage our operational crews which will help us
deliver the required savings outlined in the budget
section. For example reviewing crewing systems,
role profiles and contracts.
MTFP project: crewing systems, role profiles
and contracts reviews
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2021

As we move through our capital programme of
replacing our vehicle fleet and appliances, we
are able to utilise more modern and innovative
technology, which will change the way we work,
streamlining processes and maximising the use of
IT wherever possible. The newer fleet will mean
less time required repairing and maintaining the
fleet and reduce the cost of spare parts which
can be costly due to the age of the vehicle and
the availability of parts. As the replacement
programme continues we will review our contracts,
and undertake detailed contract management
to ensure potential efficiencies and savings are
realised.
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MTFP project: Workshops efficiencies
and effective contract
(CMR20)
management
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2022

We recover some costs through Phoenix Services
which is the cost recovery arm of Cornwall Fire and
Rescue Service providing discretionary services
which align to our core values and priorities. Our
team have developed a range of training products,
which looks to deliver high quality training back
into our communities. Delivery includes driver
training, fire warden and first aid including
paediatric courses. We continue to work with the
most hard to reach members of our communities
and young people to develop their skills; inspiring
them to raise their expectations and increase
their employability skills to move them towards
employment and thus contributing to the local
economy. All of this work supports our budget
management.
We continue to support the Primary Authority
scheme and are successfully delivering a
partnership with a large regional housing partner
on a cost neutral basis and looking to expand the
scheme further.
Our Critical Control Centre handles 999 calls 24
hours-a-day 365 days a year. These resources are
therefore available 24 hours-a-day and we have
incorporated the management of out of hours’
calls for some critical council departments and
monitoring of CCTV for a number of town and
parish councils, to maximise this. This work is cost
recoverable and enables the service to re-invest
in additional resources. We are looking to bring
this work together under one umbrella, to ensure
a clear understanding of the scope and scale of
our cost recovery activities and to identify ways of
maximising our resources and skills to develop cost
recovery opportunities and reduce the impact of
budget savings.
Project:

Cost Recovery

Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2021

We did not achieve our cost recovery target for
2019-20. Looking at the targets for 2020-21 we are
looking to expand in the following areas:
• Children and young people including Princes
Trust, cadets, volunteers, fire setters, 999
Academy; looking at the cost against the social
return on investment and ongoing value-based
work
• End Point Assessment partnership with National
Fire Chiefs Council and The Royal Navy.
• Expansion and management of volunteers for the
service.
• Critical Control - CCTV in car parks
• Primary Authority; continue to expand in line
with the ongoing need identified
• Standards of Training Certification and
Watchkeeping (STCW) – Health and Safety, Fire
Safety Risk Assessment, Fire Safety level three
and four, Marine, Facefit, Driving, First Aid, Fire
Warden.
In response to the HMICFRS inspection in July 2018
and the five areas of concern that were outlined
shortly after the inspection we have worked to
make the required improvements in our service.
We developed a clear action plan and ensured that
resources were aligned to addressing the concerns.
Our progress against the five areas of concern is
outlined below:
1. Risk information not shared across the service,
reliance on paper based systems
We have sought opportunities to provide a
second mobile data device on appliances to
allow electronic form filling and information
gathering at incidents in order to reduce paper
based forms and duplication of work.
2. The Service has not embedded operational
assurance, essential learning from operational
incidents is not gathered and shared
We have implemented strategic and tactical
QA Groups which provide assurance across
operational service activities. We monitor the
completion of and outcomes from operational
debriefs, and our operational preparedness
audits are being completed in line with the
timetable in place.
3. Analytical risk assessments are not regularly
used at operational incidents and decisions are
not regularly recorded
We monitor the completion and return of a
suite of documents to ensure we record risk and
decision-making at our operational incidents.
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4. Critical Control is not able to confidently
mobilise appliances and guarantee a crew; areas
covered by on-call staff may not be receiving the
response they expect
We are consistently achieving 94% availability
across our 31 community fire stations, with
a competent crew of five firefighters. We
are progressing our project to review oncall contracts, with the aim to improve the
guaranteed availability of on-call staff from June
2020.
5. Inconsistent approach to training staff on
safeguarding. Could not confirm staff were fully
aware of the process for reporting safeguarding
concerns.
We have updated our procedures, information
and undertaken training across the service and
we continue to deliver successful safeguarding
activities to support the most vulnerable people
across our communities.
During 2020-2021 the HMICFRS will undertake the
next round of fire and rescue service inspections. In
preparation the service’s management team have
met regularly to prepare data and information for
the inspection which will take place in June 2020.
Actions and feedback from the inspection report
may have an impact on our year-two plan 2020-21.
In July 2019 Cornwall Council declared a climate
emergency and have outlined a clear action plan
to identify and implement changes to reduce our

carbon emissions. We fully support the Council’s
Skype for business technology and have reduced
travel to meetings. We are also monitoring fuel
usage across our officer vehicles and stations and
setting targets to try to reduce these.
We have already made progress to reduce
carbon emissions by installing PV panels on 13
of our 31 community fire stations, and trialling
the use of re-usable water bottles on stations,
for example in Falmouth. Through our capital
replacement programme, we are exploring more
environmentally friendly options for our fleet
and appliances, including purchasing the most
efficient diesel engines available to meet our
service needs, while continuing to explore electric/
hybrid options as and when these come to market.
As a rural county, electric vehicle options are
currently limited, but during 2020-21 we will outline
a number of areas for consideration, such as the
addition of PV panels on more of our stations. We
will also be keeping abreast of the further vehicle
developments that provide environmental benefits,
while meeting the needs of an emergency response
service with a limited capital budget, as outlined in
our ongoing project to protect our environment.
New project: Protecting Our Environment
Start date:

01.04.2020

End date:

31.03.2022
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How will we know 		
we are there?
In our IRMP 2019-2020 we outlined the key performance
indicators which would help us measure our performance
against our priorities. The list of indicators is on page 22
and reflects changes relating to our response standards,
which have been amended following the public and
stakeholder consultation.
Outcomes of the consultation were presented to
Members of the Neighbourhoods Overview and
Scrutiny Committee on 5 March, alongside the
draft 2020-21 IRMP. Based on the results from
the consultation the performance measures have
been amended as follows:
% calls handled within 2 minutes for all
incidents
This measure remains the same. The majority of
respondents (74%) to the consultation have opted
to continue measuring all three elements of the
response timeline; call handling, turn-out and
travel time.

Response timeline
(option 1)

20

999 call
received

% of wholetime turnouts completed within
response target for all incidents
% of on-call turnouts completed within
response target for all incidents
The consultation options proposed allocating
a target of 10 minutes for wholetime staff and
of 15 minutes for on-call. This is to reflect that
wholetime staff are based on the station and that
on-call staff have to travel to arrive at the station.
On-call staff need to leave their permanent place
of employment and travel under normal road
conditions (i.e. not blue lights) to the station. Once
they arrive they are required to change into their
fire kit and mobilise to an incident. The proposals
suggest that maintaining a 90 second turn-out
for whole time staff and allocating 5 minutes for
on-call staff to respond to the station, plus 90
seconds to mobilise to the incident, better reflects
the challenges faced by our on-call crews. This is
shown in the diagram below.

Station
alerted

Wholetime (10 mins)

2
mins

On-call (15 mins)

2
mins

Turn out

90
secs

Travel time

5
mins

90
secs

Respond to
the station

Turn out
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Travel time

% of incidents reached within 10 minutes of our
defined station boundaries
In addition to the changes in responding to the
station and turn-out time the consultation options
proposed an additional one minute of travel
time to be included in the response target, so
for wholetime staff would be 11 minutes and for
on-call it would be 16 minutes, as shown in the
diagram below.

In addition to the response standards measures
we have also reviewed the measures aligned
to our protection activities. We have removed
the measure; % of FSA undertaken outside of
10 minute station boundary as we will deliver
fire safety audits (FSA) to the non-domestic
properties identified as most at risk, regardless
of geographical location and distance from
community fire station.

The results show a majority (71%) in favour of
proposal two and therefore we have updated
our local response standards to reflect this. This
means we will no longer use the defined station
boundary as part of our response standard
measures, instead measuring all incidents against
the new standard of 11 minutes for wholetime
and 16 minutes for on-call. The updated response
times will be reflected in the turn-out time
measures from April 2020 onwards.

We have also identified an additional measure
to ensure that premises regarded as high risk to
either the public or firefighter safety, and included
on our operational risk register, have received
an FSA within the specified time frame. We have
therefore included a new measure; % of ‘high risk’
premises on the operational risk register with a
FSA. We have also reworded the KPI’s to ensure
they accurately reflect how we measure them. All
updated measures will be implemented from April
2020 onwards.

Response timeline
(option 2)

999 call
received

Station
alerted

Wholetime (11 mins)

2
mins

On-call (16 mins)

2
mins

Turn out

90
secs

Travel time

5
mins

90
secs

Respond to
the station

Turn out

Travel time
Extra 1 min
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Key Performance
Indicators
Priority Measures

*

Prevent

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of accidental dwelling fires
Number of home fire safety checks (HFSCs) undertaken
% of HFSC undertaken with high risk groups
% of HFSCs undertaken outside of the 10 min response time
% reduction in people killed and seriously injured in road traffic collisions*
Number of deliberate primary fires**
Number of deliberate secondary fires***

Protect

•
•
•
•
•

Number of non-domestic fires
% of non-domestic fires confined to room of origin
% of high risk non-domestic premises with a fire safety audit (FSA)
% of ‘high risk’ premises on the operational risk register with a FSA (new for 2020-21)
Number of false alarms caused by automatic fire alarms

Respond

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

% calls handled within 2 minutes for all incidents
% of wholetime turnouts completed within 90 seconds for all incidents (updated for 2020-21)
% of on-call turnouts completed within 6.5 minutes for all incidents (updated for 2020-21)
Average response time to primary fires** with a crew of 5
Appliance availability with a crew of 5
% of failures to mobilise first appliance
% of incidents reached within 11 minutes for wholetime and 16 minutes for on-call
(updated for 2020-21)

People

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

% of staff with breathing apparatus (BA) compliance
Average percentage of time lost due to sickness absence for all staff excluding on-call
Number of days/shifts lost due to sickness absence per on-call person
% of operational managers compliant with incident command training
% of staff with performance and goals identified
% of staff compliant with mandatory training
Number of RIDDOR reportable incidents
Fitness testing compliance
% of recruitment applications from under-represented groups

Perform

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

% capital budget spent against forecast
% savings against MTFP target
% of FOIs responded to within timescales
% step one complaints responded to within 10 working days
% step 1 complaints upheld
% step 2 complaints responded to within 20 working days
Customer satisfaction

The key performance indicator for road safety will be set out in the Road Casualty Reduction Strategy due to be published inSummer 2019.

** Primary fires include all fires in buildings, vehicles and outdoor structures or any fire involving casualties, rescues or firesattended by five or
more appliances
*** Secondary fires are generally small outdoor fires, not involving people or property.
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Projects
We have outlined a number of projects which we will develop and deliver during 2020-21. These projects
are subject to robust governance and we continually monitor our progress through a number of project
boards, reports and discussions. We have summarised the list of projects for 2020-21 below.

Priority Project(s)

2020-21 (year 2)

Prevent

Understanding arson

Brought forward from year 3

Protect

Grenfell Tower Inquiry Action Plan

New project starting year 2

Respond

Policy and NOG review

Extended across years 2 and 3

ESN / Airwave replacement

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP

Blue light ways of working

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP

Crewing model

New project starting year 2

Training and development review

Extended across years 2 and 3

Review core values

Brought forward from year 3

Health and Wellbeing

New project starting year 2

Recruitment and Resourcing

New project starting year 2

Talent Management

New project starting year 2

Contracts

New project starting year 2

Role Evaluation

New project starting year 2

Professional Standards

New project starting year 2

Quality Assurance Framework

New project starting year 2

Operational Asset Review

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP

Resourcing for future population
growth

Consolidation of population growth project (year 2)
and crewing for population growth (year 3)

Property integration

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP

IT and Assurance

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP

Crewing systems, role profiles and
contracts (CMR1)
Workshops efficiencies (CMR 20)

New project identified to deliver the required budget
savings in year 2
New project identified to deliver the required budget
savings in year 2
New project identified to deliver the required budget
savings in year 2

People

Perform

Cost Recovery (CMR2)
Protecting our Environment

As outlined in the 2019-22 IRMP
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What might stop us?
There are a number of things that may impact
on our ability to deliver the activities we have
highlighted for year two of the Integrated Risk
Management Plan 2019-22, and as we receive
more detail or clarity on these, we will adjust how
we manage our work to accommodate.
For example, we continue to experience increased
operational activity, specifically long and complex
incidents, which require significant resources,
such as firefighter and officer time, as well as
that of our support staff, such as the engineering
workshops personnel, who ensure the equipment
is fully maintained and back out for operational
use as quickly as possible. Many of these incidents
cover a number days and some are as a result
of the increasing extremes of weather we have
experienced in the last few years. We have
particular challenges of high winds, flooding and
lightning strikes across many parts of Cornwall
during 2019-20. The number and intensity of these
incidents has an impact on our capacity to deliver
the non-emergency activities outlined in our IRMP.
There has been an ongoing legal dispute around
the firefighters pension scheme and this could
result in approximately 66% of our firefighters and
fire officers retiring within three years dependant
on the case outcome. The dispute outcomes
could affect the retirement dates of many of
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our operational staff and senior operational
managers and this could impact on our talent
management project, as the timescales may need
to be accelerated if the decision sees our staff
taking retirement earlier than currently predicted.
To mitigate these risks we continue to undertake
succession planning identifying the numbers
and roles involved. We are also developing a
future recruitment plan and creating a fast track
personal development program. In addition, we
are considering options to transfer competent,
qualified and skilled fire officers into the service
from other national fire and rescue services.
There is also a risk that if we lose significant
knowledge and experience in a short period of
time, this exodus would take time and capacity to
rebuild and we are at risk of losing key knowledge
and skills before we have a chance to develop
this expertise and experience elsewhere. We are
therefore looking at investment in specialist skills
training such as HAZMAT and fire investigation, for
example, to mitigate this.
Many of our improvement projects are aligned
to efficiencies and savings borne of digital
advancements and improving technology. The
timescales we are working to and the realisation
of the savings is predicated on the Council’s Digital
Cornwall Plan delivering the expected hardware,
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software and infrastructure improvements that
support this work, for example a new availability
system which will provide improved management
support. The ongoing Council project to deliver
a system which will provide managers with
self-serve options for managing personnel and
budgets will place additional demands on the
workload of managers in understanding how
the system works. We will need to consider our
on-call staff and create training packages which
recognise their limited capacity to undertake
additional training which provides a blended
learning approach of both face-to-face and
online training, and ensures a clear mechanism
of support. We are not able to influence the
timescales and implementation of this Councilwide project and there is a chance that this may
impact on our ability to deliver our priorities.
The implementation of NOG will require us to
deliver over 100 training packages which will
support the changes to policy as well as the roll
out of National Professional Standards. While
we are a key stakeholder in implementing NOG
training, the impact of a change to policies,
procedures, guidance and training is not fully
understand.
The health and wellbeing of our staff is a priority
for the service and this may be impacted by the
amount and pace of change we are currently
experiencing and will continue to experience in
the short and medium term. Successful change
requires resource to support and drive it and we
need to ensure that the pace of change can be
supported by the coaching and mentoring culture
which is at the heart of our service’s core values.
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Contact us
For advice and guidance please email us on:

consultation@fire.cornwall.gov.uk
Or phone us at:

0300 1234 232

If you would like this information in another
format or language please contact:
Cornwall Council, County Hall,
Treyew Road, Truro, TR1 3AY
e: equality@cornwall.gov.uk
t: 0300 1234 100
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